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Abstract
This paper focuses on the novel concurrent design for cellular structures consisting of multiple patches of
material microstructures using a level set-based topological shape optimization method. The macro structure
is featured with the configuration of a cluster of non-uniformly distributed patches, while each patch hosts a
number of identical material microstructures. At macro scale, a discrete element density based approach is
presented to generate an overall structural layout involving different groups of discrete element densities. At
micro scale, each macro element is regarded as an individual microstructure with a discrete intermediate
density. Hence, all the macro elements with the same discrete densities (volume fractions) are represented
by a unique microstructure. The representative microstructures corresponding to different density groups are
topologically optimized by incorporating the numerical homogenization approach into a parametric level set
method. The multiscale concurrent designs are integrated into a uniform optimization procedure, so as to
optimize both topologies for the macrostructure and its microstructures, as well as locations of the
microstructures in the design space. Numerical examples demonstrate that the proposed method can
substantially improve the structural performance with an affordable computation and manufacturing cost.

Keywords: Topology optimization; Cellular structures; Multiscale design; Level set method.
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1. Introduction
Cellular solids are a kind of low density and high strength porous materials that are artificially engineered to
have multifunctional properties [1-3], such as lightweight but superior structural performance in
mission-critical applications. In particular, cellular structures hosting arrays of periodic microstructures with
ordinary material constituents have gained considerable attention due to their flexibility in catering for a wide
range of applications [2, 3]. The properties of such porous materials mainly depend on the configurations of
microstructures, so the multi-functionalities of cellular structures are determined by the geometry of their
microstructures rather than the intrinsic material compositions. However, it can be found that the majority of
the current studies focus on the design of microscopic structures, rather than the concurrent design of
microscopic properties by considering macroscopic loads and boundary conditions. Actually, in engineering,
it is of great importance to simultaneously consider microstructural materials, as well as the macrostructural
loads and boundary conditions. Hence, an efficient computational method that can effectively implement the
concurrent design of macrostructure and its material microstructures is still in demands.

Topology optimization is a growing subfield of structural optimization that is experiencing popularity [4, 5].
Topology optimization is usually formulated as a mathematical programming problem, to iteratively search
for the best layout of material or geometry in a fixed reference domain for a given set of loads, boundary
conditions and constraints, until the performance of the structure is optimized. Topology optimization has
demonstrated its great potential for generating a range of innovative results for various structural and material
design problems, including the periodic cellular materials. Many methods have been developed for topology
optimization, e.g. the homogenization method [6, 7], solid isotropic material with penalization (SIMP) [8-10],
evolutionary structural optimization (ESO) [11] and level set method (LSM) [12-15].

LSM [12, 13] has been emerged as an alternative approach for structural optimization [14-24] based on the
implicit representation of the boundary. In LSMs, the boundary of a structure is represented implicitly as the
zero level set of a higher dimensional level set function. Then, the topology and shape changes of the boundary
are mathematically governed by solving the Hamilton-Jacobi partial differential equation (H-J PDE) via
appropriate numerical schemes [13-15]. However, the most conventional LSM-based topological
optimization requires an elaborate implementation of finite difference schemes, so as to well settle some
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typical numerical issues, e.g. Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition, re-initializations and boundary
velocity extensions [13-15, 22]. Furthermore, many well-established structural optimization algorithms, e.g.
the optimality criteria (OC) and mathematical programming methods [8, 25] are difficult to directly apply. To
tackle above issues, many alternative LSMs have been developed [17-19, 22, 23] including the parametric
level set method (PLSM) [26, 27]. The core concept of the PLSM is to interpolate the original level set
function using a set of radial basis functions (RBFs) [28]. Then the topological optimization problem is
transformed into a relatively easier “size” optimization problem with a system of algebraic equations. The
PLSM inherits the unique features of standard LSMs, while avoids their numerical difficulties in structural
topology optimization. Particularly it allows the application of many more efficient optimization algorithms
based on mathematical programming and etc. PLSM has been recently applied to different topology
optimization problems [29-31], such as designs with multi-materials, elastic metamaterials and cellular
composites. It has also been improved to cater for three-dimensional problems [32] and robust topology
optimization problems [33].

Topology optimization has been applied to a wide range of design problems, including the studies both on the
macro structural and microstructural designs [4, 5]. Having regard to the design of microstructures and
relevant composites, Sigmund [34] proposed an inverse homogenization method to design microstructural
materials with either the prescribed properties [34] or extreme properties [35]. After that, a number of cellular
solids with periodic microstructures for achieving various properties, e.g. extremal thermal expansion [38],
negative Poisson’s ratio [29, 39], strain density [40], multiphysics and multifunctional properties [41, 42], and
functionally graded properties [43-45], have been created by topology optimization with homogenization
methods [34-37].

It is noted that the majority of the above studies on topology optimization focus on the single scale. However,
in practice, it is also important to concurrently consider both macro and micro scales in topological designs
[46]. Generally, the concurrent topology optimization aims to achieve the topologically optimized designs
with a simultaneous consideration for both the microstructures and the loading and boundary conditions of the
host macro structure. One typical assumption for concurrent topology optimization designs is that the periodic
microstructures are identical throughout the whole macrostructure [47-54]. For example, Fujii et al. [47]
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studied the topology optimization of compliance minimization problem by optimizing a uniform material
microstructure for a fixed shape and topology of the macrostructure. Liu et al. [48] developed a topology
optimization method for concurrent design, so as to realize the simultaneous changes of topologies for both
the macrostructure and its uniformly distributed microstructures. With a similar design framework, the
concurrent topology optimization has also been extended into design problems like multi-objective
optimization [50, 51, 54], dynamic optimization [53] and uncertainty optimization [52]. It is easy to
understand that a structure with identical microstructures can greatly facilitate the fabrication and reduce the
computational cost. However, such assumption may compromise the ultimate motivation for optimizing the
concerned structural performance.

Another typical assumption for the concurrent topological designs is to simultaneously optimize the overall
topology of the macrostructure and the spatially-varying microstructures. The material microstructures can be
tailored from element to element throughout the whole design domain of the macro structure. For example,
Rodrigues and his co-workers [55, 56] proposed a hierarchical optimization method to simultaneously
determine the topology of the macro structure and the material mechanical property for each microstructure.
Zhang and Sun [57] developed the design element (DE) approach that combined the structural optimization
with multilayered material microstructures. Schury et al. [58] investigated the free material optimization, and
obtained the optimal design consisting of a number of structurally graded materials. Xia and Breitkopf [59]
concurrently optimized the structure and material microstructures under the nonlinear multiscale analysis,
with element-wise material microstructures. Sivapuram et al. [60] developed a topology optimization method
for concurrent design of the macrostructure which hosts different microstructures, where the positions of all
microstructures were predefined and fixed during the optimization. It can be found that in most of the above
concurrent designs the microstructures varied from element to element in the whole design domain of the
macrostructure. Such assumption for concurrent designs produces a considerable number of microstructures
to be topologically optimized, which is challenging for both computation and manufacturing.

From the viewpoint of computational designs, the topological optimization for multiscale concurrent design
should be able to simultaneously address the performance, computational efficiency and manufacturability of
the topologically optimized structures. The different kinds and numbers of the microstructures to be designed
4
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same volume fractions. This will globally benefit the improvement of the macrostructural performance, and
the computational cost of the multiscale optimization can also be greatly reduced.

Here the ‘concurrent’ design refers to simultaneously optimize the topology of the macrostructure, as well as
configurations and distributions of microstructures in the multiscale design process. The finite element (FE)
methods are applied to solve the strains at different length scales. The multiscale topology optimization aims
to minimize the compliance of the macrostructure, using different types of topology optimization methods and
design variables at different scales. At the macro scale, a discrete element density-based method is used to
optimize the topology of the macrostructure with a given set of discrete density variables subject to a global
volume constraint. At the micro scale, one macro finite element can be regarded as one microstructure with the
corresponding element density, and the microstructures with the same density (or volume fraction) are
grouped as one identical family of representative microstructure. Each representative microstructure is
topologically optimized by using the PLSM in association with the numerical homogenization method. The
concurrent design can be obtained by assembling the different families of microstructures according to their
density distributions at macro scale. In the following, to facilitate the discussion, the superscripts ‘MA’ and
‘MI’ are used to denote the physical quantities at the macro and micro scales, respectively.
2.1 PLSM for microstructural topology optimization
In the design, the PLSM is employed at the micro scale. The first concept in the PLSM is to implicitly
represent the design boundary of the structure as the zero level set of a higher dimensional level set function
MI
d
(LSF) with Lipschitz continuity. Assuming D   (d  2,3) is the fixed Eulerian reference domain

containing all admissible shapes  MI , the different phases can be represented by using the level set function

 MI as:
  MI  x   0 x   MI \ MI
 MI
MI
MI
   x   0 x    D
  MI  x   0 x  D MI \ MI


(Solid)
(Boundary)

(1)

(Void)

By introducing the pseudo-time t, the motion of the structural design boundary towards its optimum is actually
equivalent to solving the first-order H-J PDE [12, 13]:
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 MI  x, t 
  MI  MI  x, t   0
t

(2)

where x is the spatial variable and t is the temporal variable, and  MI is the normal velocity field [14, 15].

To eliminate the numerical difficulties [12, 13] associated with directly solving the H-J PDE, we introduce
the GSRBFs (globally supported RBFs) [28], such as the Gaussian RBFs, to interpolate the LSF, as follows:
N

 MI  x, t    MI  x    MI  t    nMI  x    nMI  t 

(3)

n 1

T

MI
MI
MI
MI
where  MI  1MI , 2MI ,...,  NMI  are the RBFs, and   1 ,2 ,...,N  is the vector including the

generalized expansion coefficients. N is the number of RBF knots. The Gaussian RBFs are known as a kind of
widely accepted RBFs with global supports [26, 28]:

 nMI  x   e  cr  x 
n

2

 n  1, 2, , N 

(4)

where r defined in a Euclidean space can be expressed by:
r  x   x  xI

(5)

where xI is the coordinate of knot I. c is the shape parameter that is equal to the physical size of a level set
grid [26, 28]. It is noted that the CSRBFs (compactly supported RBFs) [27, 28] may lose accuracy in the
numerical interpolation, particularly when the microstructural design is subject to a relatively small volume
constraint. The GSRBF can guarantee the numerical accuracy, but its full interpolation matrix will
substantially increase the computational cost. Hence, a matrix compression scheme, e.g. the discrete wavelet
transform [32, 61], can be used to compress the full matrix of the GSRBF to reduce the interpolation cost
while keep a very good numerical accuracy. The compression of the interpolation matrix is beyond the scope
of this study, the readers can refer to [32, 61] for more related details.

By substituting Eq. (3) into Eq. (2), the H-J PDE is changed into a system of ordinary differential equations:

 MI  x 

d MI  t 
  MI  MI  x   MI  t   0
dt

Then the normal velocity field can be given by
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(6)

 MI 

 MI  x 
d MI  t 
MI
MI



t

t
,
where





dt
 MI  x   MI  t 

(7)

It is noted that the design variables in PLSM are recognized as the expansion coefficients  M I rather than
the LSF  MI . The PLSM can be easily implemented and has been applied to different topology optimization
applications [27, 29, 31-33] without experiencing the typical numerical difficulties in most conventional
topology optimization methods using level sets, such as the re-initialization, velocity extension and CFL
condition [14, 15]. Furthermore, many well-established structural optimization algorithms that are more
efficient can be directly applied to solve the PLSM-based optimization model.
2.2 Numerical homogenization method

In this paper, the numerical homogenization method [34, 36] is employed to evaluate the effective material
properties of the microstructures by imposing periodic boundary conditions [62]. Since the macrostructure is
not fully configured with a number of identical microstructures, the periodic boundary conditions cannot be
accurately met. However, as shown in [43, 44], when the variation of the property gradient between two
neighboring microstructures is relatively small, the numerical homogenization method can still be applied to
approximate the effective properties of the microstructure.

Based on the asymptotic approximation, the effective elastic tensor for each element can be calculated by
H
Dijkl
 u MI , MI  

1
MI



MI



0  ij 
pq



  *pq u

MI  ij 

 D       u
pqrs

0 kl
rs

*
rs

MI  kl 

  H   d 
MI

MI

(8)

where i,j,k,l = 1,2,…,d, and d is the spatial dimension. H   denotes the Heaviside function which serves as a
characteristic function to indicate different parts of the design domain [14, 15]. More details regarding the
Heaviside function can be found in Section 4.  MI is the domain of the microstructure, and MI is the area
0  ij 
or volume of the microstructure.  pq denote the macroscopic unit strains including three components in



*
two-dimensional (2D) and six components in three-dimensional (3D) cases [34, 36].  pq u

MI  ij 

 are locally

0  ij 
varying strain fields induced by  pq . D pqrs is the elasticity tensor of a solid material.

The displacement u

MI  ij 



*
corresponding to  pq u

MI  ij 

 can be calculated by solving the following equations
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0  ij 
with the given macroscopic strain  pq :



MI

MI  ij 

where v



0  ij 
pq



  *pq u

MI  ij 

D



*
pqrs rs

 v    H   d 
MI ij

MI

MI

 0, v



MI  ij 

are the virtual displacement fields in the microstructure. U MI

 U  MI 



(9)

indicates the kinematically

admissible displacement field under the periodic boundary conditions. For each representative microstructure
subject to the given macroscopic strain fields, Eq. (9) can be solved via the finite element method to obtain the
displacements u

MI  ij 

, and then the displacement fields u

MI  ij 

can be further substituted into Eq. (8) to

H
calculate the effective elastic tensor Dijkl
for each microstructure at macroscopic scale.

2.3 Discrete density based method for macrostructural optimization

In the discrete density based method, the pseudo density ρ of each macro element is regarded as the design
variable, which is similar to that in the standard SIMP approach [8, 9]. The density ‘0’ of an element means
void, and the density ‘1’ indicates solid, while the density (0, 1) represents intermediate density. Then, the



elasticity tensor DMA eMA



can be interpolated by:

 

MA
Dijkl
 eMA  =eMA  De0

ijkl

(10)

where e=1,2,…,E, and E denotes the total number of the macro finite elements.  eMA is the pseudo density of
the eth macro element. D e0 is a variable used to identify the equivalent base material property for the macro
element e. In the current optimization method, one macro scale finite element is assumed to be equivalent to
one microstructure with the same densities, which can lead to:
MA
H
MI
MI
DiMA
jkl   e  =Dijkl  ue , e 



where D H ueMI , eMI



(11)

is the effective elasticity tensor of the macro element e, which is evaluated by Eq. (8).

According to Eqs. (10) and (11), D e0 can be given by:

 D 

0
e ijkl

H
= Dijkl
ueMI ,eMI  eMA

(12)

In this study, D e0 is no longer the natural property of the solid material e, and it actually acts as a temporal
value varying in the optimization. Before macrostructural optimization at each iteration, we first need to
H
calculate D e0 for each microstructure by using Eq. (12). In Eq. (12), it is noted that Dijkl
and  eMA are

regarded as the known values, which are predetermined by the results obtained from the previous iteration.
Then, the new D e0 of each microstructure is fixed at the current iteration, and can be used in the
macrostructural optimization to update  eMA (i.e. the macrostructural topology).
9

Obviously,  eMA can be any values between ‘0’ and ‘1’. However, the discrete density-based method only
allows the design variables having serval predefined values, e.g.   0  1  ...   M  . 0  0.001 represents
the density of a void finite element at macro scale, and M  1 denotes the density of a solid finite element at
macro scale. Thus, a threshold scheme is further used to convert the continuous design variables into a set of
discrete variables. When a continuous design variable satisfies  m 1   eMA   m (m  1, 2,..., M ) , its term

 eMA after the threshold operation can be defined by using the following heuristic scheme:
  m1

if eMA   m1   m  eMA

  m

if eMA   m1   m  eMA

 eMA = 

(13)

The discrete density based method is different from the standard SIMP scheme [4, 8, 9] due to the following
three aspects: (1) no penalty factor is required to suppress the elements with intermediate densities; (2) only a
limited number of discrete variables can be attained from the original set of continuous design variables; (3)
the equivalent base material property D e0 can be isotropic, orthotropic and even anisotropic.
2.4 Macrostructural topology optimization

At the macro scale, the compliance topology optimization problem can be stated as:

Find eMA  e  1, 2,..., E 
Min

F   MA   

S .t.

G   MA  = 

 MA

 MA

MA
 ij  u MA  Dijkl
  MA   kl  u MA  d MA

 MAV0MA d  MA  Vmax 0,

(14)

a  u MA , v MA ,  MA   l  v MA  v MA  U   MA  ,

 min  eMA   max .
where F is the objective function. G is the global volume constraint of the macrostructure, and Vmax is the
corresponding material usage limitation. V0MA denotes the volume of a macro finite element with solid
material.  represents the strain field.  MA is the macroscale design domain. u MA is the macro
displacement, v MA is the virtual displacement at macro scale and belongs to the kinematically admissible
displacement field U   MA  . min  0.001 and max  1 are the lower and upper bounds of the macro design
variables, respectively. The functionals used in the macro FE analysis are respectively given as:

a(u MA , v MA ,  MA )= 

 MA

l  v MA   



MA

MA
 ij  u MA  Dijkl
  MA   kl  v MA d MA

(15)

fv MA d MA  

(16)
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MA

 v MA d  MA

where f is the body force, and  is the traction along the boundary  MA . It is noted that the heuristic
scheme given in (13) is applied to all the continuous design variables eMA at each iteration, so as to achieve a
given set of discrete design variables  eMA = m (m  0,1,..., M ) .
2.5 Microstructural topology optimization

At each iteration, the discrete macroscale densities are regarded as the maximum material volume fractions
for the representative microstructures. Meanwhile, the distributions of microstructures under different
volume fractions also correspond to the distributions of finite element densities at macro scale. Hence, the
micro scale topology optimization problem can be established by
Find  mMI, n  m  0,1,..., M ; n  1, 2,..., N 


   =  H      d 

Min

F  MI   

S . t.

Gm

 MA



H
 ij  u MA  Dijkl
u MI ,  MI  MI   kl  u MA  d  MA

MI

MI

MI

MI
m

MI
m

  mV0MA 0,

(17)

a  u MA , v MA , u MI ,  MI   l  v MA  v MA  U   MA  ,

 min   mMI,n   max .
where the subscripts n and m indicate the knot n in the micro level set grid, which belongs to the mth
representative microstructure. N is the total number of micro level set knots for a representative
microstructure, and M is the number to denote different types of representative microstructures. mMI is the
design domain of the mth representative microstructure. Gm is the local volume constraint for the mth
microstructure, subject to the maximal volume fraction of  m

 0  ...  M  , which is actually the discrete

design variable at the macro scale after the threshold. mMI,n are the expansion coefficients in the Gaussian
RBF interpolation, which serve as the design variables for the topology optimization at the micro scale.  max
and min are the upper and lower bounds of the micro design variables. It can be seen that there are a number
of (M-2) different representative microstructures (excluding void and solid) to be optimized at the micro
scale. In this paper, the different microstructural topology designs can be simultaneously optimized by using
the parallel computing in order to improve computational efficiency. The bilinear functional defined in Eq.
(15) is rewritten as:

a  u MA , v MA , u MI ,  MI   

 MA

H
 ij  u MA  Dijkl
 u MI ,  MI   kl  v MA d MA

(18)

As above, the macroscale and microscale optimizations in the presented method are coupled, which are
actually bridged by the homogenized elasticity tensor and the element density at the macro scale (or the
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volume fraction of the microstructure). Here the global volume constraint determines the maximal material
usage of the macrostructure, while the local volume constraints define the material usages of different
representative microstructures.

As indicated above, the proposed method contains several merits: (1) It allows for additional constraints
(e.g. manufacturing constraints) during both the macrostructure and microstructure optimizations to satisfy
some special engineering requirements; (2) Since the number of different types of microstructures is
controllable, the computation and manufacturing costs of the design by using proposed method can be
greatly reduced, when compared to the concurrent design with microstructures varying from element to
element over the macrostructure; (3) As the PLSM is used to devise the microstructures with the clear
geometries, the multiscale design can facilitate the fabrication without extensive post-processing.

3. Sensitivity analysis and optimization algorithm
Since the optimality criteria (OC) method [8] is employed to update the design variables at both scales, it is
necessary to calculate the first-order derivatives of the objective functions and the volume constraints.
3.1 Sensitivity analysis at macro scale

It is easy to derive the derivative of the structural compliance with respect to the macro design variables by
using the adjoint variable method [63], and the sensitivity information is given by

F   MA 
eMA

 

eMA

 ij  ueMA   D e0   kl  ueMA  d eMA
ijkl

(19)

where eMA denotes the domain of macro element e.
Similarly, the derivative of the volume constraint with respect to the macro design variables is obtained by:

G   MA 
eMA

 V0MA

(20)

3.2 Update of design variables at macro scale

After obtaining the sensitivities of the objective function as well as the volume constraint, the following
OC-based heuristic scheme is used to update the macro design variables [4, 8]:
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MA 
MA 
MA 
MA 
 MA
,  max  , if min  MA  1 e   ,  max    Be    e  
min   1  e

 MA


1   MA  eMA  ,  min    BeMA   eMA 
MA
max



 

 MA 
MA 
   Be    e   ,
if 
 MA
  B MA    MA   min  MA  1  MA  ,  

max 
e
e


 e

MA


MA 
MA 
MA 
MA 
MA
,  min  , if  Be     e    max 1   MA   e   ,  min 
max 1     e
MA

eMA +1

(21)

where  denotes the iteration number. As denoted in the standard OC method [4, 8],  MA  0   MA  1 is
the moving limit, and  MA  0   MA  1 is the damping coefficient. BeMA can be expressed based on the
optimality condition and the sensitivity information:
MA 

Be



F   MA 
eMA 



MA 

G   MA 

(22)

eMA 

where  MA is the Lagrangian multiplier that can be found by a bi-sectioning algorithm [4]. Since the OC
method can only deal with the continuous design variables, the design variables updated by Eq. (21) will be
further regularized with Eq. (13), so as to let the design variables after thresholding have discrete values.
3.3 Sensitivity analysis at micro scale

Here, the shape derivative [63, 64] is introduced to compute the design sensitivity of the microstructure
represented by the level sets [14, 15]. The shape derivatives of F  MI  , a  u MA , v MA , u MI ,  MI  and l  v MA 
can be respectively expressed as follows:

F  MI 
t

H

Dijkl
 u MI , MI   u MA d MA
MA
H
MI
MI
MA
MA


u
D
u
u
u
2

,


+










ij
ijkl
kl
ij
kl 
 MA
t



=

(23)

a
H
 ij  u MA  Dijkl
=
 u MI , MI   kl  v MA  + ij  u MA  DijklH  u MI ,  MI   kl  vMA d MA
t MA 
H
Dijkl
 u MI , MI   v MA d MA
+  MA  ij  u MA 

kl 

t

(24)

l
=
fv MA d  MA    v MA d  MA

t 

(25)

MA

MA

Considering the terms containing v MA in Eqs. (24) and (25), we can establish the following equation



 MA

H
 ij  u MA  Dijkl
 u MI , MI   kl  vMA d MA =  fvMAd MA    v MAd  MA
MA

MA

Meanwhile, differentiating the equilibrium equation at macro scale with respect to t yields:
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(26)

a  u MA , v MA , u MI ,  MI 
t



l  v MA 

(27)

t

Substituting Eqs. (24)-(26) into Eq. (27) yields:





H
 ij  u MA  Dijkl
 u MI , MI   kl  vMA d MA =  
MA

MA

 ij  u

MA



H
Dijkl
 u MI , MI 

t

 kl  v MA d MA

(28)

Since the compliance optimization problem is self-adjoint [4, 14, 15], we can rewrite the shape derivative of
the objective function by substituting Eq. (28) into Eq. (23):

F  MI 
t

=

MA

 ij  u

MA



H
Dijkl
 u MI , MI 

t

 kl  u MA d MA

(29)

Based on [29, 30], the derivative of the effective elasticity tensor with respect to t can be obtained by:
H
Dijkl
 umMI , mMI 

t



1
 mMI



MI
m

  umMI  mMI mMI  mMI  d  mMI

(30)

where  () is the derivative of the Heaviside function [14, 15].  mMI is the normal velocity within the
design domain of mth representative microstructure. The term   umMI  is expressed by:











0  ij 
  umMI  =  pq
  *pq umMI  ij  D pqrs  rs0 kl    rs* umMI  kl 



(31)

By substituting the normal velocity  mMI defined in Eq. (7) into Eq. (30), we have:
H
Dijkl
 umMI , mMI 

t

N 
1
   MI

n 1
 m



MI
m

  mMI,n
 t


  umMI mMI,n  x   mMI  d mMI  

(32)

According to the chain rule, the derivative of the effective elasticity tensor with respect to t is
H
Dijkl
 umMI , mMI 

t

H
Dijkl
umMI , mMI   mMI,n



 mMI,n
t
n 1
N

(33)

By comparing the corresponding terms in Eq. (32) and Eq. (33), we can find the derivative of effective
property tensor with respect to the design variables
H
Dijkl
 umMI , mMI 



MI
m ,n

=

1
 mMI



MI
m

  umMI  mMI, n  x   mMI  d  mMI

Recalling Eq. (29) and substituting Eq. (33) into Eq. (29), it yields:
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(34)

F  MI 
t

m 1

H
Dijkl
 umMI , mMI    mMI,n   u MA d MA
kl  m 
m
 mMI,n
t 
 n 1




M

=

MA
m

N

 ij  umMA   

(35)

On the other hand, the derivative of F  MI  with respect to t can be calculated by using the chain rule as:

F  MI 
t

F  MI   mMI,n
= 

 mMI,n
t
m 1 n 1
M

N

(36)

Again, comparing the corresponding terms in Eq. (35) and Eq. (36), the derivative of F  MI  with respect
to the design variables can be obtained by:

F  MI 
 mMI,n

=

MA
m

 ij  u

MA
m

H
 Dijkl
umMI , mMI  

  kl  umMA d mMA
   MI

m,n



(37)

Similarly, the derivatives of the local volume constraints associated with the design variables are derived:

Gm  MI 
 mMI,n

=

MI
m

mMI,n  x   mMI d  mMI

(38)

3.4 Update of design variables at micro scale

At the micro scale, an OC-based algorithm is also used to update the micro design variables. Similarly, a
heuristic updating scheme is established based on the Kuhn-Tucker conditions [4]:


MI  
MI  
MI  
MI
MI
 MI

 MI
  MI   
 min  +1  m, n ,  m,max  , if min   1  m , n ,  m ,max    Bm,n   m,n

 MI


1   MI   mMI, n  ,  mMI,min    BmMI, n    mMI,n 
MI
max



 

 MI
MI
(39)
   Bm ,n    m ,n  ,
if 
 MI

  B MI     MI    min  MI  1  MI   ,  MI 
m,n
m,n
m ,max 

  m,n 

MI


MI  
MI  
MI  
MI
MI
MI ( )
MI
MI
 max 1     m ,n ,  m ,min  , if  Bm ,n   m ,n  max 1     m ,n ,  m ,min 
MI

 mMI,n +1

where the moving limit  MI  0   MI  1 and the damping parameter  MI  0   MI  1 are introduced to
stabilize the iterative process. Bm,n

MI  

BmMI,n   

can be defined by:

F  MI 
 mMI,n 


Gm  MI  

max   ,  mMI  
MI  




m
n
,



(40)

where  is a small positive constant to avoid zero terms, and the Lagrangian multiplier mMI can also be
updated by the bi-sectioning algorithm [4]. The lateral bounds are  mMI,min =0.001 and  mMI,max =1 . To facilitate
the numerical implementation,  mMI,n is regarded as a regularized form of the actual design variable  mMI,n :
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 mMI,n  =
 
 
where  mMI,min
and  mMI,max
can be defined by:



 
 mMI,n    mMI,min

(41)

 
 
  mMI,min
 mMI,max





 
 
 mMI,min
=2  min  mMI,n  ,  mMI,max
=2  max  mMI,n 



(42)

4. Numerical implementation
The microscale equilibrium equation given in Eq. (9) can be solved by the FE method. However, in
numerical implementation, the standard FE method may have difficulties to evaluate the strains of those
elements cut by the moving boundary, because the material distribution within such elements are not uniform.
In this study, the simple but widely used “ersatz material” model [15] is adopted to calculate the strains, so as
to avoid the time-consuming remeshing process when the structural boundary is updated during the iteration.
It assumes that the density, strain and stiffness of an element are approximately proportional to its area fraction
or volume fraction, and meanwhile the voids within the design domain are filled with a kind of weak material.
Thus, the Heaviside function in above equations is defined as a kind of step function [15, 27], which is also
related to the element area or volume fraction. The derivative of the Heaviside step function is defined as
follows:

   

1





  + 2
2

(43)

where  is selected as 2-4 times of the mesh size according to the numerical experiences.

As discussed in [43, 65, 66], it is essential to tackle the connectivity issue between the adjacent
microstructures to produce a manufacturable design, when different microstructures occupy the macro
design domain. In this study, the kinematically connective constraint approach [43] is used to guarantee the
connectivity of neighboring microstructures. As shown in Fig. 2, a number of identical predefined
connectors, which serves as the non-design components, are placed at the same positions within all the
microstructures. It is noted that these connectors will more or less restrict the design freedom in the concurrent
optimization, and thus they may slightly compromise the performance of the optimized design. However, in
engineering it is acceptable to reasonably sacrifice structural design performance in order to facilitate
manufacturability.
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Fig. 2. Skketch for deffining conneectors between two adjjacent microostructures

Fig.. 3. Flowchaart of the prroposed metthod

Fig.. 3 shows tthe flowchaart for the numerical
n
im
implementattion of the proposed m
method. Herre, the effecctive
elassticity tensoors of diffeerent microstructures aare approxiimated by using the nnumerical homogeniza
h
ation
metthod (Eq. (88)), with thhe induced displacemen
d
nt fields ob
btained by the
t micro FFE analysess. Based onn the
17

homogenized material properties, the macro FE analysis is implemented to calculate the macro displacement
fields and the macrostructural compliance. Then, the derivatives of the objective function and the global
volume constraint with respect to the macro design variables are computed by Eqs. (19) and (20). An OC
algorithm given in Eq. (21) is employed to update the macro design variables and a regularizing scheme
defined in Eq. (13) is then used to convert the continuous design variables into the discrete ones, so as to
optimize the macrostructural topology and determine the distribution of different microstructures. After that,
the sensitivity analysis is applied to all the microstructural optimizations by using Eqs. (37) and (38). Another
OC algorithm given in Eq. (39) is adopted to update the micro design variables, as well as the topologies of
different microstructures. The optimization process repeats until the convergent criterion is satisfied.

5. Numerical examples
In this section, several 2D and 3D numerical examples are used to illustrate the performance of the proposed
concurrent design method. For the base material, its Young’s modulus is E0=10, and Poisson’s ratio is µ0=0.3.
For simplicity, a finite element at the macro scale is regarded as a microstructure at the micro scale. The
microstructures are discretized into 80×80=6400 elements with 4 nodes for 2D cases, and 20×20×20=8000
elements with 8 nodes for 3D cases, respectively. Here the orthotropic material properties are considered,
which can be implemented by maintaining geometrical symmetry along X-Y (2D cases) and X-Y-Z (3D
cases) directions for all the microstructures. The predefined connectors for 2D and 3D microstructures to
ensure the connectivity between two different microstructures are shown in Fig. 4.

In this study, unless otherwise specified, a total number of 11 discrete values after threshold are given to
regularize the densities of finite elements at the macro scale, namely 0.001 (void), 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6,
0.7, 0.8, 0.9 and 1 (solid). It implies that only a total number of 9 representative microstructures with the
intermediate densities need to be optimized in the concurrent design. The optimization terminates when the
difference of the objective function between two successive iterations is less than 0.00001, or a maximum
number of 300 iterations is reached.
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Fig. 4. Preedefined connnectors (reed squares oor cubes) in microstructures: (a) 2D
D cases; (b)) 3D cases.

5.1. Example 1
Fig.. 5 shows a 2D cantilevver beam wiith length L
L=120 and height
h
H=40
0, undergoinng a concen
ntrated load P=5
at th
he center off the right edge.
e
The macrostructu
m
ure is discreetized into 120×40=48800 elementts with 4 noodes.
Thee objective ffunction is to
t minimizee the structuural compliaance under a global vollume constrraint of 50%
%. As
men
ntioned abovve, the locaal volume constraints ffor the 9 rep
presentativee microstrucctures are 10%, 20%, 30%,
3
40%
%, 50%, 60%
%, 70%, 80%
% and 90%, respectiveely.

hown in Figg. 6, includiing the topo
ologically opptimized macrostructurre as
Thee multiscale concurrentt design is sh
welll as the nonn-uniformlyy distributed
d microstrucctures with their
t
optimaal configuraations. The right-side color
c
bar shows the ddensity of each macro finite
f
elemeent (or volum
me fraction of each miicrostructuree), and diffeerent
microstructuress are plottted with different colors. The representatiive microsttructures, as
a well as the
prop
perties and percentagees for these microstrucctures in thee optimized
d design aree provided in
i Table 1. The
iteraative historiies of the objective
o
fu
unction and global volu
ume constraaint are givven in Fig. 7. The iteraation
histories of the local volum
me constrain
nts are plottted in Fig. 8.
8
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Fig. 5.
5 Design doomain of 2D
D cantileverr beam

It caan be seen ffrom Fig. 6 that the extternal framee regions off the concurrrent multisscale design
n is enhanceed by
a nu
umber of coompletely soolids or high
h-density m
microstructu
ures to bear loading andd resist defo
ormation, which
w
com
mplies with the well accepted topo
ological dessign for the benchmark
k cantilever beam [4, 5,
5 67]. Heree, the
mulltiscale dessign contaiins a num
mber of maacro finite elements (or microsstructures) with diffeerent
intermediate deensities. Alll the micro
ostructures within the entire maccrostructure are conneccted due too the
settiing of preddefined connnectors in
n different microstructures (Fig. 4(a)). As denoted in
n Table 1, the
topo
ologically ddesigned miicrostructurees after hom
mogenizatio
on show ortthotropic prroperties, which
w
may reesult
in better
b
perfoormances thhan the microstructurees with iso
otropic prop
perties in rregards to the compliance
optiimization prroblem. Thhe concurren
nt design caan flexibly supply diffferent direcctional stiffn
ness, due too the
diffferent confiigurations of
o the reprresentative microstrucctures. The final desiggns for alll representaative
microstructuress may havee different topologies,
t
shapes or sizes, but overall
o
theyy are all feaatured with two
s
skkeletons (tw
wo crossed bars)
b
crosssed bars allong the diaagonal axes in each opttimized dessign. Such structural
for the
t microstrructures weell complies with the annalytic desig
gn given in [68].

It sh
hould be nooticed that only
o
9 typess of represeentative miccrostructuress are includded in the fiinal design. The
maccrostructuree generally consists
c
of several
s
diffe
ferent types of multiple microstrucctural patchees at some local
l
regiions, as inddicated by different colors
c
in F
Fig. 6. Eacch microstrructural pattch contain
ns the idenntical
microstructuress. On one hand,
h
from the aspect of computation, the total numbeer of microsstructures to be
topo
ologically ddesigned is remarkably
r
y reduced w
when compaared to the multiscale
m
ddesign with a large num
mber
of microstructu
m
ures varyingg element-tto-element. On the oth
her hand, frrom the asppect of man
nufacturing, the
optiimized conccurrent mulltiscale design is only ccharacterizeed with a sm
mall limitedd number of
o representaative
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microstructuress, rather thaan a great number
n
of m
microstructu
ures varying
g from elem
ment to elem
ment, which will
greaatly facilitatte the subseequent manu
ufacturing pprocess even
n if the addiitive manufa
facturing is employed.
e

Figg. 6. Multisccale concurrrent design of the cantiilever beam
m with comppliance 397.403

Fig.. 7 showss that the macrostructural topoology and the micro
ostructural distribution
ns keep being
b
simu
ultaneouslyy optimized during thee design proocess. It tak
kes 108 steps for the cconcurrent optimizatioon to
conv
verge to ann optimal deesign. This reveals the powerful capability
c
off the propossed method
d. It can be seen
from
m Fig. 8 thaat the globall volume constraint is cconserved all the time, while the loocal volumee constraints are
satissfied graduually. The violation
v
off local volum
me constraaints during the earlierr stage of th
he optimizaation
acco
ounts for thhe increase of the objeective functtion at the first few iterations. A
After the basse materialss are
grad
dually removed in alll the micrrostructuress to satisfy
y the locall volume cconstraints,, the structtural
com
mpliance staarts to reducce.
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F
Fig. 7. Iteraative histories of the obbjective funcction and gllobal volum
me constrain
nt

Fig. 8. Local volum
me constraiints for the representati
r
ive microstrructures

To further show the beneefits of the proposed m
multiscale co
oncurrent design methood, the optiimized desiggn is
also
o comparedd with the convention
nal one-scaale structuree design, the
t one-scaale homogeeneous matterial
microstructure design, as well
w as the multiscale
m
cconcurrent design
d
with uniformly ddistributed microstructu
m
ures.
Herre, the one-sscale designns refer to tw
wo different cases: strucctural design
n using the SSIMP meth
hod [10]; andd the
hom
mogeneous m
material miicrostructure design (w
without the topology ch
hanges of thhe macrostrructure) also by
usin
ng the SIMP
P method. The
T multisccale concurrrent design with the un
niform miccrostructuress uses the same
s
22

desiign strategyy discussed in [48], wh
here the SIM
MP scheme is used at both scaless. In the SIM
MP scheme, the
penalty factor p=3 is adoopted. For comparison
c
n, the FE models,
m
the boundary conditions and the deesign
dom
mains in all the cases are
a the samee, and the vvolume consstraints (total material usages) forr all designss are
50%
%.

Table 1. Representat
R
tive microsttructures an
nd their corrresponding pproperties
Volume ffraction

P
Percentage

Microstru
ucture

Level set

Property

5.63%

0 
0.3311 0.301
0.3301 0.313
0 

 0
0
0.273

18.5%

0 
0.6660 0.629
0.6629 0.662
0 

 0
0
0.564 

30%
%

16.79%

0 
1.0090 1.003
1.0003 1.103
0 

 0
0
0.860 

40%
%

8.58%

0 
1.7700 1.401
1.4401 1.628
0 

 0
0
1.162 

50%
%

2.88%

0 
3.5589 1.388
1.3388 1.855
0 

 0
0
1.245

60%
%

2.5%

0 
5.5598 1.333
1.3333 1.672
0 

 0
0
1.351

1.71%

0 
7. 111 1.625
1.6625 2.567
0 

0
1.641
 0

1.5%

0 
8.8856 2.037
 2.0037 3.670
0 

 0
0
2.060 

1.58%

0 
10..721 2.657
 2.6657 5.287
0 

 0
0
2.650 

10%
%

20%
%

70%
%

80%
%

90%
%
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(a) Macrostruct
M
tural designn using SIMP with com
mpliance 4099.746

(b) Microstruct
M
tural design using SIMP
P with compliance 8533.979
Fiig. 9. Desiggns by one-sscale methods

(a) Design
D
( V fMA =83.3% andd V fMI =60%
%) with com
mpliance 71 4.081

(b)) Design ( V fMA =62.5% and V fMI =8
80%) with compliance
c
550.035
Fig. 10. Multiscaale concurreent designs with
w uniform
m microstruuctures

Fig.. 9 shows thhe optimizedd designs ob
btained by bboth the onee-scale strucctural and m
material design approacches,
and Fig. 10 givves the optiimized designs by the multiscale concurrent design withh uniform microstructu
m
ures.
Figss. 10(a) andd 10(b) are obtained
o
by
y using diffeerent combinations of the
t macro vvolume consstraint V fMA and
the micro
m
volum
me constrainnt V fMI [48
8, 50, 51], annd the produ
uct of the tw
wo volume cconstraints at
a two scales are
24

both
h equal to 550%. It is noticed
n
that the convenntional one--scale macro
ostructural deign can achieve
a
a better
b
com
mpliance thaan the one-scale materrial microsttructure dessign, as welll as the muultiscale concurrent deesign
haviing uniform
m microstrucctures. This observationn is well in line with th
hat in [48, 551, 54].

(a)) 4 represen
ntative microostructures with complliance 401.4474

(b) 19 represen
ntative micrrostructuress with comp
pliance 396. 785
Fiig. 11. Multtiscale desig
gns with diffferent numb
ber of representative m
microstructurres

Morre importanntly, for the concurrentt design witth uniform microstruct
m
tures, its opptimized dessign will haave a
high
her compliaance than thhe standard
d macrostruuctural topo
ology design
n with solidd materials in most off the
com
mpliance opttimization problems
p
[4
48, 51, 54]. H
However, in
n the proposed methodd, the multisscale concurrrent
desiign (Fig. 6) has the com
mpliance low
wer than thoose of all thee other desig
gns given inn Figs. 9 and
d 10, even loower
than
n that of the standard macrostructu
m
ural topologyy design wiith solid matterials. The reason is th
hat the proposed
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method can greatly expand the multiscale design space by concurrently handling macrostructural topology
layout, as well as the microstructural configurations and distributions. As a matter of fact, the current design in
this study should belong to the heterogeneous cellular structures but with multiple patches of different
homogeneous microstructures. Hence, it can be found that the proposed method can fully make use of
different microstructures to maximize their abilities to bear loading in the concurrent design, and meanwhile
maintain the computational efficiency and manufacturing easiness.

The concurrent designs achieved with different numbers of representative microstructures are also
investigated. The multiscale concurrent design with 9 representative microstructures has already been given
in Fig. 6, the designs with 4 and 19 representative microstructures are shown in Fig. 11. In these designs, the
optimized representative microstructures are plotted besides the final multiscale concurrent designs, and
different microstructures are indicated by using different colors (right-hand color bars). It can be seen that if
more representative microstructures are included in the final design, a better structural compliance can be
achieved. This is because more representative microstructures can enable a larger multiscale design space.
However, it is easy to understand that too many representative microstructures will lead to more
microstructures to be designed, and it will remarkably increase the computational cost.
5.2. Example 2

Fig. 12 shows a 2D Messerschmidt-Bölkow-Blohm (MBB) beam with length L=150 and height H=30. An
external load P=5 is vertically applied at the center of the upper edge. The macrostructure is fixed at the
bottom left corner, and its vertical degree of freedom with the bottom right corner is constrained. The
150×30=4500 elements with 4 nodes are used to discretize the macro design domain. The objective function
is to minimize the structural compliance under several different global volume fraction constraints, namely
50%, 30% and 10%. Here a total number of 9 representative microstructures are used.

Normally, it is recognized that the one-scale macrostructural design can perform better than both the
one-scale microstructure design and the multiscale concurrent design with uniform microstructures in most
compliance optimization problems [48, 51, 54]. In this case, the multiscale concurrent designs obtained by
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usin
ng the proposed methood are comp
pared with the one-scaale macrosttructural deesigns with the SIMP [[10],
und
der the samee material ussage constraaints.

Fig. 12. Design ddomain of th
he 2D MBB
B beam

( Global volume
(a)
v
fracttion is 50%, compliancce is 142.8337

( Global volume
(b)
v
fracttion is 30%
%, compliancce is 248.6225
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( Global volume
(c)
v
fracttion is 10%, compliancce is 938.6999
Fiig. 13. Multtiscale concuurrent desig
gns of the 2D
D MBB beaam
Thee multiscalee concurrentt designs with
w differennt global vo
olume fracttions (i.e. ooverall mateerial usagess) by
usin
ng the propoosed methodd are given in Fig. 13. T
The one-scaale macrostrructural dessign results using the SIMP
metthod under the correspponding volume fractioons are giv
ven in Fig. 14. The opptimized deesigns withh the
prop
posed methhod are connnected in geometry duue to the prredefined co
onnectors, aas shown in
n Fig. 4(a). It is
obv
vious that thhe multiscalee concurren
nt designs inn this paperr have lowerr compliancces than the macrostruccture
desiigns in all the numerical cases. It
I demonstrrates the facct that the multiscale concurrent design meethod
prop
posed in thiis paper cann always bro
oaden the deesign space,, so as to acchieve a bettter design performance
p
e.
It iss of great innterest to finnd that the multiscale concurrent design is obviously
o
beetter than th
he conventiional
one-scale macrrostructure design,
d
wheen the overaall allowablee material usage
u
is lim
mited to 10%
%. The one-sscale
maccrostructuree optimizatioon consumees over 10000 iterations. Under a reelatively sm
mall volumee constraint (e.g.
10%
%), the maccrostructuraal optimizattion design in Fig. 14(c) is difficcult to achiieve a clearr “black-whhite”
desiign. Howevver, the mulltiscale conccurrent metthod can fin
nd an optim
mized designn (see Fig. 14(c)) afterr 139
iteraations, withh clear and distinct
d
stru
uctural topo logies, whicch facilitatee the manuffacturability
y. It can be seen
from
m Fig. 13(c)) that the higher-density microstruuctures are mainly distributed at tthe upper and
a lower edges
of th
he design, tto enable the orthotropiic propertiees with the clear
c
materiial reinforceement orien
ntation alongg the
horiizontal direection, so as to resist bending
b
deeformation for
f a long-span beam structure. This makess the
entire structurees more effeective for trransferring loads. Hencce, the prop
posed designn method can
c significaantly
imp
prove the peerformance of
o the desig
gn, especiallly when thee maximum material ussage is at a low
l level.
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(a) Volume fractionn is 50%, co
ompliance iss 148.951

(b) Volu
ume fractionn is 30%, co
ompliance iss 253.808

(c) Volum
me fraction is 10%, com
mpliance is 2697.958
d
of th
he MBB beaam
Fiig. 14. One--scale macroostructure designs

(a) Volumee fraction iss 50%, and compliancee is 123.9988

(b) Volume fraction iss 30%, and compliancee is 182.6888

(c) Volumee fraction iss 10%, and compliancee is 505.531
F 15. Variiable thicknness sheet deesigns of the MBB beaam
Fig.
29

p
F
Fig. 15 provvides the on
ne-scale opttimization designs
d
by using
u
the SIIMP with p=1,
p
namelyy the
In particular,
variiable thicknness sheet (VTS)
(
meth
hod [4, 9, 667]. We can
n fund that the VTS ddesigns are stiffer thann the
mulltiscale conncurrent deesigns. On one hand, the limiteed types off representtative micro
ostructures and
pred
defined connnectors, useed in the prroposed conncurrent dessign method
d to ensure tthe manufaccturability, may
restrrict design flexibility in
i finding a higher-perf
rformance design.
d
One the other hhand, the clo
ose-walled cells
(e.g
g. the variablle thicknesss sheet desig
gns) always perform beetter than thee open-walleed microstrructures (e.gg. the
mulltiscale conncurrent dessigns) undeer the samee material volumes in
n the comppliance desiign, due too the
constraint of Haashin-Strikhhman bound
ds on the poorous microsstructures [9
9, 67]. How
wever, the VT
TS will resuult in
desiigns with a great amouunt of thin sheets
s
(greyy elements)) within the design dom
main, which
h may impoose a
sign
nificant chaallenge in fabrication.
f
Furthermo re, comparre to the multiscale
m
deesigns (Fig
g. 13), the VTS
V
desiigns (Fig. 155) may givee other difficulties in appplications, e.g. stabilitty, porosity,, transparen
ncy or aesthetics
[67]]. Hence, thhe VTS metthod can acchieve a stifffer design,, but the mu
ultiscale conncurrent deesign of cellular
solids will provvide more benefits
b
wheen considerring the diveersity and flexibility
f
inn design, manufacturabbility
and applicationns.
5.3. Example 3

Fig. 16. Design dom
main of the 3D cantilev
ver beam
A 3D cantileveer beam witth length L=
=40, width W=10 and height H=1
10 is given in Fig. 16. A concentrrated
d P=5 is verrtically appllied at the middle
m
of thhe lower edge on the riight end, annd the left en
nd is fixed. The
load
maccrostructuree is discretizzed by using 40×10×100=4000 elements with 8 nodes. T
The objectiv
ve function is to
30

min
nimize the structural compliancee under thee global volume
v
fracction constr
traints of 30%
3
and 10%,
1
resp
pectively. 9 representaative microstructures aare also co
onsidered in
n this exam
mple. For comparison,
c
, the
SIM
MP-based m
macrostructurre designs with
w the sam
me volume fraction
f
con
nstraints aree also provid
ded.

Thee multiscalee concurrennt designs with
w differeent global volume
v
fracctions are pplotted in Fig.
F 17, andd the
one-scale macrrostructure designs wiith the sam
me volume fractions are
a shown in Fig. 19
9. For a better
b
visu
ualization oon the internnal structurres, the mulltiscale con
ncurrent dessigns in Figg. 17 are fu
urther displaayed
with
h several m
masked microstructures,, as shown in Fig. 18. For 3D stru
uctures, the designs ob
btained by using
u
the proposed m
method alsso keep goo
od connecttivity in geeometry. Ass shown inn Figs. 17 and 18, att the
maccroscale, thhe higher-ddensity elem
ments are distributed
d along thee upper annd lower surfaces
s
off the
maccrostructuree, and the lower-densi
l
ty elementss are mainlly located at
a the regioon between
n the upper and
low
wer faces. It makes sensse for this kind
k
of arraangement of the microstructures, which can better resist the
defo
ormation caaused by thhe external load. The m
microstructtures are reinforced annd can prod
duce directiional
stifffness mainlyy in the X and
a Z direcctions, as thhe major defformations of the entirre structure are along these
t
two directions.. The similaar topology
y layouts forr microstru
uctures havee also been reported in
n a recent study
s
[56]].
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( Global volume
(a)
v
fracttion is 30%, compliancce is 136.1777

( Global volume
(b)
v
fracttion is 10%
%, compliancce is 416.0445
Fig. 17. Multisccale concurrrent designss of the 3D cantilever bbeam

(a) 30%
3
volum
me: mask low
wer-density microstructtures (Left); mask high
her-density m
microstructtures (Rightt)

(b) 10% volum
me: mask low
wer-density microstrucctures (Left)); mask high
her-density m
microstructtures (Rightt)
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Fig. 18.
1 Multiscaale concurreent designs with
w masked microstruuctures

(a) Volume fractionn is 30%, co
ompliance iss 206.544

(b) Volum
me fraction is 10%, com
mpliance is 1528.044
Fig. 19. One-scale macrrostructure ooptimization
n designs off the 3D canntilever beaam
m the abovee 3D numerrical cases, it can be foound that thee multiscalee concurrent
nt design can
n produce much
m
From
stifffer structurees than the conventional one-scalee macrostru
uctural desig
gn. It is notticed that th
he improvem
ment
of th
he structuraal performannce obtaineed by using the proposeed multiscaale design m
method for the
t 3D struccture
is more
m
obviouus than thatt of the 2D
D structure. The reason
n is that th
he design sppace of a 3D
3 optimizaation
prob
blem is muuch larger thhan that off a 2D probblem, and th
he proposed
d method ccan effectiv
vely exploree the
broaader designn space. Thiis demonstrrates the efffectiveness of the prop
posed methood for the design
d
probllems
of 3D
3 structurees.

6. Conclusio
C
ons
Thiss paper hass proposed a new mu
ultiscale cooncurrent to
opology opttimization method forr the design of
heteerogeneous cellular strructures with non-unifformly distrributed and
d multi-patcch microstrructures. In this
metthod, both the macrostructural and micrrostructural topologiess, as well as the distributions
d
s of
microstructuress are optimized simultaneously w
within a unifform optimiization proccess. At thee macro scaale, a
33

discrete element density-based topology optimization method is developed to obtain the predefined discrete
values for the design variables (macroscopic finite element densities). At the micro scale, all the macro finite
elements with identical intermediate densities are represented by a representative microstructure with the
same density (volume fraction). Thus, the types of different representative microstructures are determined
according to the number of predefined discrete density values. The representative microstructures are
topologically designed by using the PLSM together with the numerical homogenization method. Each
individual representative microstructure is designed for all microstructures with the same volume fraction.
Thus the total number of microstructures to be optimized is greatly reduced, and then the computational cost
for the multiscale concurrent design is also considerably reduced. The numerical examples show that the
proposed method can improve the structural performance, compared to the conventional one-scale structural
design, the one-scale material design, as well as the multiscale concurrent design with uniform
microstructures. The topologically designed heterogeneous cellular structures with a small number of
homogeneous representative microstructures can greatly facilitate manufacturability. The proposed
multiscale concurrent design method is actually general, and it can be extended to solve other design
problems.
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